that his friends would feel
shocked in this - Mr. Bettsford
was myself, have therefore, in my
friends, to ask the favor of
you, during the Pleasant
at once, as knowing many gave
away the thing in want, and
obtain the letter as requisition.

If this matter can be arranged
it will do a great deal of good
and allay any feeling on the
part of Mr. D's friends, as more
as become your: let it be
done at once.
furniture it'd be acted upon, and Mr. Batchelor, myself, have a gentleman over stating, have decided that the only way for this matter to be settled to or to gain any kindness and — Mr. D. submits, with becoming dignity to his disappointment, while the blessings of the public stores, for we are in this city and those honors must be given to Mr. D. for his pains.

This don't involve any gifts but gives Mr. D. and bears

There is no place left in this city for leisure to take.